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DEFENSIVE LINEMAN JUSTIN BANNAN 
 
On Baltimore 
“It’s a big game for us. It’s a huge challenge and so far, I think it’s going to be our biggest challenge of the year so (I’m) looking forward to going in there and 
seeing how we play.” 
 
On playing against his former team 
“Yeah, those guys — I know them all too well. I can tell you, it’s no personal grudge match. It’d kind of hard to go back there and say, ‘I’m going to go get 
revenge’ to guys that have always been good to you and a place where you’ve had good experiences. Really, I’m just going to focus on the game plan and 
what I have to do and just do my job.”  
 
On if he’s been able to share information about his former team 
“You try to. You just try to tell them — I think I probably have more insight, personally, which player does this, or what he’s all about, what he brings to the 
table. As far as their scheme and game plan, I’m not going to know too much at all and the last thing you want to do is say, ‘(I) think they’re going to do this,’ 
but really they might do something else, so there’s no point in even talking about all that stuff.”  
 

TIGHT END DANIEL GRAHAM 
 
On the difficulty of playing on the road against Baltimore 
“Their defense, they get the whole team riled up. They have a lot of good players on that defense that make a lot of plays and they get the whole crowd into 
it. It’s going to be a hostile environment again and we’re getting ready for that today.” 
 
On the Ravens’ defense 
“They have a lot of good players that make plays. They’re physical on the defense. Their front seven is really good, really active and they play well as a 
team.” 
 
On how the Ravens’ defense feeds off of LB Ray Lewis 
“Yeah, they do and Ray is still making plays. He’s still someone you have to account for on that defense and we’re preparing for that.” 
 

LINEBACKER MARIO HAGGAN 
 
On what he’s been able to learn from Ravens LB Ray Lewis 
“I just try to see how he’s sustained his high level of play for so long. The guy has been effective in this league as far as I can remember and growing up, I 
was a Ray Lewis fan, when he was at (the University of) Miami. So, it was always exciting to watch the guy play. 
 
On the energy level that Ravens LB Ray Lewis maintains 
“I think he still has a good motor but I think right now, it’s more that he knows the game. He’s played (in the NFL for) so long, he’s seen every possible play, 
every possible thing you can do to him. The fact that he’s a savvy vet, he’s able to continue to make the type of plays that he made when he was just playing 
off raw skills.” 
 
On whether he enjoys playing in a physical style of game 
“Absolutely, especially when we’re the physical team. That’s the way we want to play. I think we’re starting to get there, I think we’re starting to find our 
identity as a team and be physical and I’m not afraid to say it. That’s what we want to be and that’s how we want to play. (Baltimore) has been that way for 
years, so obviously (it presents) a good opportunity for us to stand up and show who we are.” 
 

DEFENSIVE LINEMAN KEVIN VICKERSON 
 
On the leadership of Ravens LB Ray Lewis 
“(He’s) probably one of the best in the league. We’ve got one in ourselves in (S Brian) Dawkins and a couple of the guys on this defense.” 
 
On the physicality of the Ravens’ offensive line 
“They pride themselves on running the ball, so we know they’re going to be physical up front. It’s just a matter of us knowing what we need to do and playing 
the scheme of the defense as always. Just getting off the blocks and making the reads and then making plays.” 
 
On the Ravens’ road victory at Pittsburgh 
“That was (impressive). That was a good, tough road win. Togetherness — they played as a unit and that’s all we can do when we go into a road game in 
somebody else’s home is just play together because it’s us 53 against the whole stadium and their 53 men, so that’s it.” 


